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Abstract
The paper attempts to open the ‘black box’ of the national preference formation process on EEuropean constitutional reforms and asks the question: Where do bargaininggovernmental positions on EC-reforms come from? The paper appliesy a model based on the insights of the Liberal Intergovernmentalism (LI) and its NBS inspired negotiation model to deduce directly testable expectations and hypotheseis to answer the question. The focus in the analysisze is on governmental and opposition relations during the negotiations of the SEA treaty in 1985-1986. The research design used to answer the question is a single case study of the preference formation in Denmark during one round of constitutional reforms. The analysis points to, that preference based correlation analyses have difficulties in explaining the position making since factors incentive in the domestic institutional settings influence the relative influence on bargaining position. The analysis points to, that LI have difficulties in explaining the outcome of the interaction since factors’ incentive in the bargaining process influence the outcome of the interactions between government and opposition.
1. Introduction
Where do the governmental positions on EC-reforms come from? Despite the large number of studies that have looked at the European integration process, the state-of-the-art is at present is that we simply do not know what factors determine national positions. This neglect is patently surprising given the importance of the topic since the EU over the past decades have seen an almost continual process of revision of the EU’s ‘constitutional’ foundations which has introduced major political innovations in the community.  The basic question that will be answered inby this paper is where do the national positions on EU constitutional reform come from? Looking on preference formation in a parliamentary system – the question asked is – do positions reflect the political elites represented in a parliamentary majority or do governments enjoy relative autonomy that enablinges them to develop positions that which the executive feels are in ‘the national interest’? 

The overwhelming majority of studies that have analyzed EU constitutional politics have focused upon how governments get what they want at the intergovernmental conferences (IGC’s), and have overlooked or ignored the crucial question of what determines what governments and parliaments want in the first place. This echoes a broader trend in political science where the question of ‘why people want what they want’ in the first place often is neglected. 
Looking on preference formation in a parliamentary system – the question asked is – do positions reflect the political elites represented in a parliamentary majority Here understood as the pivotal actor (see section 5 for a definition). or do governments enjoy relative autonomy enabling them to develop positions which the executive feels are in ‘the national interest’? In answering this question I primarily look at the parliamentary arena and ask the question of whether governments enjoys a relative autonomy that enables them to develop positions that the executive feels are in ‘the national interest’ or are parliaments able to influence and restrain governmental behaviour during rounds of constitutional reforms?  Unfortunately, we are at present simply not able to answer the question of which set of factors are most important in promoting parliamentary abdication in specific cases, and why (e.g. Wailer et al. 1995; Rainio 1999; Raunio & Hix 2000; Follesdal & Hix 2006). An often stated argument is that parliaments are loosing control over the integration process, but proponents of this argument often forget to ask the central question of what the parliamentary actors wanted in the first place. 

The paper is an attempt to fill in this lacuna by answering the key question of where national positions on European constitutional issues come from. The paper aims to make central insights from mainstream integration theory operational by formulating a simple model that develops much needed testable hypothesis and propose a measurement for comparing expected agency loss with the realized losses between governments and parliaments in the negotiations of EC constitutional reforms. Empirically this model is applied and tested on a variety of different issues in a single case study. 
 

The paper gives an analysies of the position-making ofn the SEA in the Danish case by testing the predictions of a model based on basic insights from the the negotiating model of the Liberal Intergovernmental (LI) framework I to the outcome of the national preference formation in Denmark during the SEA Treaty negotiations of the SEA treaty. The analysis tries attempts to test the core of the LI’s bargaining model, where it is which assumed,sassumes that a correlation between actor preferences gives an accurate picture of the bargaining position reached outcome of the interaction given their actors  relative power resources. The analysis in the paper shows, however shows, that a simple correlation of preferences are is not enough to explain the outcome of the national position -making on the various issues during rounds of IGC. Other factors such as the availability of information and trust between the actors are vital in formulating efficient outcomes. This fact leads to an asymmetric utility distribution of utility and, in certain cases, forces actors to accept agency costs that they would not otherwise hadve accepted. The conclusion point to that some sort of parliamentary abdication certainly exists in the EC integration process but it is not one sides as governments often are suffering agency losses on central issues as well. 

The paper is structured as follows; Section 2 gives a shortly presentsation of the methods and research design applied in the paper. Section 3 gives an introducestion of the preference formation part of the LI framework. Section 4 points to some of the problems in the literature on preference formation. Section 45 suggests an approoach to analyse operationalize the framework to the study of national position- making and further develops . Section 5 operationalizes the preference constellations and formulates cconcrete expectations and testable hypotheseis from the model. Section 6 gives an analyseis of the SEA negotiations. Section 7 evaluates the models predictions to analyze position making. Section 8 discusses the findings and section 9 concludes the papersuggests an alternative explanation of the outcomes of the Danish bargaining positions. Section 8 concludes the paper.
2. Method and research design
Method
The bulk of the analysies had beenwere devoted to an in depth qualitative analysis of the what factors can explaining governmental position-making and to givinge an expression ofn the potential agency losses in the act of delegation. The findings in of this paper is are based on my PhD dissertation where in which the primary method used has been to followed an extended qualitative process-tracing strategy. Process-tracing involves an attempt to see whether actual developments fit with what the different explanatory variables predicted by analysing the causal chain and causal mechanisms linking the explanatory variables with the outcome on the dependent variable (here government position) (George & Bennett 2005: 205-232; see Pedersen 2009). Process-tracing involves an attempt to see whether actual developments fit with what the different explanatory variables predicted by analysing the causal chain and causal mechanisms linking the explanatory variables with the outcome on the dependent variable (here government position) (George & Bennett 2005: 205-232; see Pedersen 2009). The applied data used in this paper involves multiple sources of evidence. First, for information on the dependent variable, i.e. what agents propose, and what the actors wanted hard primary sources haves been used, including internal governmental papers that referring what the positions government and opposition actually supported behind closed doors, supplemented by participant interviews. 


Research design
In the following a single case study is proposed, there the position making of the government and parliament in Denmark are analyzed on a variety of different issues. The issues have been structured in regard to the existing level of conflict between governmental and parliamentary preferences, ranking from low to medium and high conflict (see section 5 for definitions) in order to derive testable hypothesis and expectations and to ensure a certain variation within and between the issues and therefore secure a more robust research design. In the following a single case design is applied looking only on one country during one round of constitutional reforms. Naturally it would have been better to formulate a comparative multi case study with a more diverse sample of countries in order to make a more robust research design and thereby strengthen the validity of the findings in order to control for potential variations in causal mechanisms over time. The selection of case in this paper is somehow determined by the fact that I am currently writing on a dissertation of Danish EC policy where I look on the national preference formation in during three series of IGC-negotiations.   The applied research design that will be used is to undertakes a single case study of position -making during a single round of constitutional reform. In the following, a single case design is applied looking at on one country during one round of negotiations. It would naturally be better to formulate a comparative multi case study with a more diverse sample of countries in order to make a more robust research design and thereby strengthen the validity of the findings in order to control for potential variations in causal mechanisms over time. 
However, Tthe paper will however tryattempts to analyse position-taking in a selection of relevant issues in order to control for variance across issues given their sensitivity or potential for conflict between government and opposition. The selection of case in this paper is somehow determined by the fact that I am currently writing on a dissertation of on Danish EC policy where in which I look onat the national preference formation in during three series of IGC-negotiations.   
Denmark is, however, in many respects a most likely case for to study LI. Denmark is traditionally considered an EU Member State with a strong legislative function, strong parliamentary control bodies and are is known for having a its efficient system of monitoring and reporting mechanisms. We should therefore expect a high level of information between the political actors and a high degree of knowledge of the pivotal actor’s opposition’s ideal points reservation points and. We should therefore also expect a low level of transactions cost agency involved in the negotiations.

3. Theory: Preference formation in the Integration Litterature 
The LIiberal intergovernmental framework constitutes a formidable agg Anne-Grethe Gammelgaard  an impressive  attempt to formulate a theory on national preference formation. In LI it is assumed, that the state is “a representative institution and practices constitute the critical ‘transmission belt’ by which the preference and social power of individuals and groups are translated into state policy…” (Moravcsik, 1997: 518). Preferences play a central role in liberal theory, but whereas the actual processes by which preferences are translated into positions are rather downplayed. It is assumed that institutions act as a neutral transmission belt for societal preferences. LI Moravcsik’s theory is not strong on institutions, and simply assumes them to be a neutral transmission belts given their assumed inherent representative characteristic. Agency losses occur rather seldom since both governments and opposition act under (near to) full information. To qualify this argument and make it operational in regard to this analysis, it simply means that mechanism designs like committees, rules of procedure etc. simply put provides the political actors with sufficient and perfect information during rounds of IGC-negotiations. LI’s claim is therefore claims that we can expect predictable bargaining patterns between government and opposition, and that mandates and outcomes will always will represent the relative size proposition of each side’s representation in parliament (Moravcsik, 1997: 1998). For a contrary view see, however, Moravcsik (1994). He here where it is assumesd that ‘governments’ enjoys bargaining advantages relative to the parliament due to the existence of information asymmetries. Moravcsik has later withdrawn this argument regarding the existence of transaction costs in domestic politics (Moravcsik 1993; 1998; and a discussion on the topic with Moravcsik onat the Department of Political Science, University of Copenhagen 22. November 2006).

LI assumes that preferences preludes intergovernmental negotiations. The preference formation part rests like the intergovernmental bargaining model on basics game theoretical arguments based on the so calledso-called Nash Bargaining Solution (NBS (Moravcsik 1993; 1998). 
NBS can intuitively be defined as ‘a set of strategies such that no individual player can be made better of by unilaterally changing his or her choice’ (Gates & Humes, 1997:24). In tThe NBS it is assumesd that during negotiations among rational self- utility maximising players, a unique bargaining solution exists which none of the bargainers unilaterally wish to change. In the light of the NBS, it will be possible to deduce which the realisable outcome that should be realized given the player’s’ preferences and resource situation prior to the negotiations. This is due to fact, that the NBS assumes , that that the players acts on basisc of their relative power in settings that are rich of information (no information asymmetries) and, that the negotiation process itself is neutral in regard to the final outcome (Nash 1950; 1953).
 
According to LI and its use of NBS, we should furthermore normative expect that the national coordination of preferences reflects the relative size of government’s and the opposition’s proportion of the seats in parliament. We should , and therefore we should expect a fair and even distribution of influence on the final bargaining position negotiated in these settings. Further, we should deny the opportunity of transactions costs greater than the benefits from international cooperation.

 To sum up - preferences play a central role in the integration literature but little attention has been paid to the actual processes by which preferences are translated into positions. Integration literature often downplay or ignore insights from Institutional and Parliamentary research since it is often assumed that institutions like parliaments act as a neutral transmission belt for societal preferences given their inherent representative character. There for transaction or agency cost occur rather seldom since both governments and opposition act in a arena with (near to) full information since institutions acts as neutral mechanism designs linking preferences and positions together, producing an fair and efficient bargaining solution. Predictable bargaining and outcome patterns between government and opposition should there for be expected given the relative distribution of power (seats) in parliament (Moravcsik, 1993; 1997: 1998).


4. Problems with the existing literature
The overwhelming majority of studies that have analyzed EU constitutional politics have focused upon how governments get what they want, and have overlooked the crucial question of what determine what governments want in the first place. The few existing studies of preference formation that have been done suffer from two key deficiencies. First, most existing studies do not look at the whole process of preference formation. The most important oversight here is that no studies have looked at how governmental positions are actually negotiated and reached between governments and parliaments and have failed in formulating testable hypothesis on which factors are the most important in different cases and why. Second, another major problem with the few existing studies of governmental preference formation on constitutional issues is that they utilize public pronouncements by governments as the measure of governmental positions (Koenig-Archibugi 2004; Aspinwall 2002; Hug & König 2002; Laursen 2002; 2004).  But there is often a large difference between what governments say in public and the actual positions that they take behind closed doors in formal and informal negotiations at the domestic level (Moravcsik, 1998: 10-11, 80-85). In the following I formulate a model which will be tested on a variety of issues. The subsequent analysis will focus on explaining the differences and similarities across the different issues. The data used to estimate governmental and parliamentary preferences and trace position making process are based on not previously available empirical material from parliamentary and governmental archives, supplemented with publicly available material such as parliamentary debates.


54. Translating preferences into positions: Expectations and hypothesis Applying the LI Framework on the study of National Position Making
In this section of the paper I formulate a simple model based on mainstream rational choice insights in order to derive hypothesis and expectations as to how preferences are translated into influence on bargaining positions. The section further proposes a simple measure of how to conceptualize the agency losses during rounds of constitutional reforms. 

In the following, I the basic insight of the LI into a simple game theoretical model. Though never explicit, LI is built on rational choice inspired insights, which draws heavily on formal game theoretical insights, which that allows us to derive rather precise expectations onf the RC foundation of the theory. The model assumes that position- making involves two actors; a government and a parliament which negotiatinge over a position. The model applies a pPrincipal-agent terminology to describe the two actors, where governments act in the role of the agent and the opposition acts in the role of the principal. The model is inspired by Romer Rosenthal 1970; Niskanen 1971; Lupia 1992; 2003 and are is in line with Moravcsik (1998: 24-25). 

One obvious potential explanatory factor in parliamentary democracies is that the positions of governments will reflect the preferences of a majority large enough in the national parliament to legally ratify the final EU constitutional amendments, or in the case where a public referendum is necessary, the preferences of a probable majority large enough to ratify the treaty changes. This is termed in the literature as the domestic ratifying pivot (Hug & König 2002). For example, paragraph 20 of the Danish Grundlov mandates that any substantial transfers of sovereignty to intergovernmental organisations (or the EU) in a treaty must be ratified by a 5/6th majority in the Danish parliament, or if it is only able to muster a normal majority in the Parliament, the government can decide to send the treaty to a public referendum held under paragraph 42. Therefore we should expect that the positions of the Danish government will reflect the preferences of either parliamentary parties representing a 5/6th majority in the Folketinget, or parties with a majority plus the preferences of a majority of voters large enough to ratify the treaty in a referendum. In the rest of the paper the government in the role of the agent relates to The Conservative People Party and The Liberals while the parliament in the role of principal (as the pivotal actor) relates to the Social Democrats (SD). This assumption is rather realistic given the nature of the Danish political system, since EC policy has been formed between these actors. It has been a strong norm, that any major changes in Danish EC policy has to be accepted from both the SD and the The Liberals (and the Conservatives). 

The model assumes that the agent is the first player to act. He opens the game by deciding whether or not to propose an action X ϵ [0; 1], which would lead to a different outcome than if he had done nothing; the status quo (SQ ϵ [0; 1]).


The model assumes that the agent is the first player to act. He opens the game by deciding whether or not to propose an action X ϵ [0; 1], which would lead to a different outcome than if he had he been done nothing; the status quo (SQ ϵ [0; 1]). SQtatus quo represents the outcome of delegation when the agent chooses not to act. The model therefore studyies an act of delegation after the principal has already been delegated. After the agent has chosen whether chooses or not to act or not, and decided if so, which action to take, the principal reacts by accepting the action or rejecting it the action in favour of the SQ. This rejection can be seen as a sort of veto against the agent’s decision or as a sanction against the agent that which is sufficient to induce him to undo what he has done (See Lupia 2003).

The model assumes that the principal and agent have preferences over the possible outcome of delegation. This means that, in the game, it is a fundamental to assumption in the game ise that the involved actors are goal oriented. Each player has an ideal policy on the line [0; 1], and it can be assumed that each player tries to maximize a single- peaked utility functions. The peak of each player’s utility function is the actor’s ideal point. So, when the agent makes a proposal, then each player’s utility is determined by the spatial distance between the alternative that the principal chooses, X or SQ, and the player’s own ideal policy. It is assumed that each player prefers that the principal to chooses the alternative that maximizes his own utility. Each player therefore prefers that the agent to choose which ofwhether X and or SQ that is closest to his own ideal point. This means that each player’s objective is to achieve an outcome that is as close as possible to their ideal point. For simplicity, the model assumes that the principal’s ideal point is P ϵ [0; 1] and the agent’s ideal point is A ϵ [0; 1].

For simplicity, the model assumes, that the principal’s ideal point is P ϵ [0; 1] and the agent’s ideal point asis A ϵ [0; 1]. 
Agency losses (transaction costs) can be defined as a comparative statement about how differences between the principal and agent affect the degree to which the outcome of delegation reflects the principal’s desires. Delegation failure / success should not be confused with agency losses and simply describes situations where the act of delegation makes the principal worse or better off than the SQ. Given the definition of agency losses and this, the model also says that P is the point at which agency losses is 0. Agency loss grows as does well as the distance between P and the final outcome of the principal’s and agent’s interaction. 

A The model’s key assumption in the model is, along the lines of LI, that the actors have complete information. This assumption simplifies the model considerably and allows us to derive important insights more efficiently and reveals important potential causes for agency losses. Depending on the constellation of preferences between the principal and the agent, it should there fore be easy to derive the optimal actions of principals and agents during and act of delegation given their beliefs and about each other’s response. 

In the following, I have madke the simple assumption that the preference constellations between the actors can take three different constellations, depending on the difference. The cConstellations can entail either a low,; medium or high conflict situation.
 This typology corresponds to what negotiation theory labels asis labelled ‘issue salience’ in negotiation theory. It’s worth emphasizing that the model’s predictions, in accordance with the LI, depend heavily on two simplified assumptions; the first assumption is that the principal can only accept or reject the agent’s action. If the principal is given greater powers relative to the agent (the principal can force the agent to take actions closer (ϵ to P), then agency will decrease. Similarly, if the principal is given lesser power relative to the agent (principal cannot reject actions), agency will increase. The second assumption is that the actors have complete information.  
It’s worth emphasizing that the model’s predictions depend heavily on two simplified assumptions; the first assumption is that the principal can only accept or reject the agent’s action. If the principal is given greater powers relative to the agent (the principal can force the agent to take actions closer (ϵ to P), then agency will decrease. Similarly, if the principal is given lesser power relative to the agent (principal cannot reject actions), agency will increase. The second assumption is that the actors have complete information. 

Preference constellations
5. Definition of preference constellations and expected outcomes 
In the following, three situations are illustrated; a low conflict, a medium and a high conflict situation. Each one entails important insight about the optimal actions of the involved actors given believes their beliefs about the other’s response. The following is based on Lupia (2003: 38-40) 

A situation of low conflict See Appendix 1 for graphic illustration.
In the first situation, which entails a low level of conflict between the actors (Government = A and Parliament = P). I, it is assumed, that they have identical ideal points. As a result, they are in perfect agreement about what the agent should do in the coming negotiations. The equilibrium (ε) should therefore be positioned in the P=A situation. Thus, the model predicts that the agent proposes the principal’s (and his own) ideal point and that the principal would accepts it. Therefore, Iin this situation there are– there for no expectations of agency losses. In all other situations, the outcome of delegation is different. That is, in any case whenre P and A do not have identical ideal points, the outcome of delegation entails more agency loss, and there by a larger degree of abdication.
Low conflict 
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A situation of medium conflict
In the medium conflict situation, the principal and agent do not have identical ideal points, but each player’s ideal point is assumed to be on the same side of the SQ. This means that P and A agree on the desired direction of policy change but not on the magnitude of changes. In this case the 
In this case P is closer to the SQ than it is to A. This means that the principal would rather maintain the SQ than accept A. Since A knows this, he will not act to achieve A. He will, however, choose another action. In equilibrium, the agent chooses the policy closest to his own ideal point that the principal would accepts. This is true since if SQ > A and P, then the agent will propose P – |SQ-P| + ε, where ε > O and is small. If SQ < A and P, then the agent will propose P + |SQ-P| – ε. The agency cost under preference constellation 3 is at least as great big or greater bigger than the agency loss in any of the previous cases and is just less than the distance between SQ and P.
Medium conflict.
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A situation of high conflict
In the case of a high conflict, the principal and the agent have ideal points on the opposite side of the SQ. This means that the principal wants ‘more’ integration and the agent wants ‘less’ integration. Here, it can be assumed, that no agent action is mutually agreeable to the principal and the agent. Therefore the outcome is SQ, and the agency loss is the distance between SQ and P.
High conflict
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Summary of the model: Hypothesis and Expectations
The comparison of the outcome of the interaction between the political actors with the given preference structures offers two insights. First, as we move from constellation 1 to 3, this implies either an increase in the distance between A and P or an increase in the distance between P and SQ relative to the distance between A and P. Put another way, if the agent’s ideal point or the SQ moves away from the principal’s ideal point then agency can grow. That the agency loss can grow with the distance between P and SQ follows from the fact that a bad SQ makes a wider range of proposals attractive to the principal. The conclusion of the model can be summarized in table 1, where the expected result of the interaction between the actors are is illustrated and the expected agency loss is measured. 
Table 1. Expected outcome delegation outcomes under full information

Result
Agency loss
Low conflict
P
O
Medium conflict
 closer to P than to SQ
-SQ-P-
High conflict
SQ
-SQ-P
6. The Crunch over the SEA, 1985-1986
Introduction to the Danish EC policy 1973-1985
Danish EC-policy oin the 1970s and in the early 1980s was characterized by a low profile policy aiming at enjoying the economic benefits of membership, but reluctant to abandon the 1973 -status quo and to accept further commitments, especially within the constitutional and institutional developments. Until the mid-1980s, Danish governments regularly argued that there was no need for to amending the Rome Treaty, as long as the existing framework was not fully utilized: Furthermore, changes in the balance between the EC’s main institutions was were firmly resisted. In the Danish view, The Council of Ministers should retain its central position in the EC and not give up powers to either EP or the Commission (Petersen 1995). On the other hand, Denmark was actively supportinged the many concrete aspects of the EC policies, especially the European Monetary System (EMS) and the idea that EC should engage in an active effort to fight unemployment - policies strongly inspired by a Social Democratic agenda.

This foot dragging Danish EC politics had its root in the political premises that under which Danish membership was introduced under in 1972. For most parties, the EC was not a particular ‘hot’ topic, but for the for the Social DemocratsSD (SD) and the Social Liberals it soon turned out, that their voters were deeply divided in on the question of EC membership. This was especially a problem for the SD, and the solution to the problem was officially to ‘freeze’ the 1972 EC-position. The SD in favour of the EC membership had only acceptedThe supporters in the SD got their membership in the EC  agg Anne-Grethe Gammelgaard  The Social Democrats in favor of EC membership had only accepted  u under the premise that there would be no changes to the 1972 conditions were to remain unchanged in the following years. The logic was that the voters had voted yes under to some specific conditions at a certain point in time, and not to anything else than this. Given the position of the SD in Danish politics, no major changes in the EC-policy can be introduced without the consent of the Social Democratsicic consent. Obviously this resulted in a deadlock position with a strong attachment to the SQ (Petersen 1995; 2006). 

In May 1984, the Folketing codified this traditional position which primarily reflected Social Democratic viewpoints in a resolution which stated that “the basis for Denmark’s membership in the EC is the preservation of the right of veto and of the (existing) division of powers between the Council of Ministers, the Commission, and the European Parliament, and consequently rejects the Parliament’s draft treaty on the creation of a European Union’ (My translation from Folketingets Forhandlinger 1983/84 pp. 7178-7179XXX). The resolution also included a notion on a cautious approach to the development of the foreign policy cooperation in the community. 

The traditional position came under increasing pressure in the mid-1980s. For one thing Denmark’s traditional EC ally, France, began to change its policies in a more integrationist direction (1983), and secondly, the new Conservative/Liberal government under Prime Minister Poul Schlüter and Foreign Secretary Uffe Ellemann-Jensen, who ook upcame into power in 1982, gradually asserted their preferences for a more active and committed European Policy and generally argued for a more pro-integrationist policy and position toward reforms in the community even though it they officially defended the May-1984 resolution (Pedtersen 20069). 

Denmark at the 1985 Intergovernmental Conference
Denmark faced a difficult situation when the Italian presidency called for an IGC at the Milan Summit in June 1985. The government had aAfter pressure from the SD, the government had argued against the conduct of an IGC but was unable tocould not resist it in the negotiations inat the final negotiations at the Milan Summit. 

Further more, in many respects, the topic on the agenda in many respect turned out to be some thing of a nightmare for particularly for the SD: On the agenda were issues like Iinstitutional reforms, formulation of an internal Mmarket and an expansion of the EPS, which placedput the Social DemocratsSD (and the Social Liberals) in a difficult position since these were issues that the partiesthey had particularly argued strongly argued against further institutional integrationthese issues. 

In additionOn the other hand, the government also faced a difficult double-edged negotiation game. On the one side, they had to ensure, that Denmark was not isolated in the negotiations and, on the other hand, to keept the sceptical opposition well informed and satisfied since their consent in the end would be vital for the final ratification. It should be noted, that the Social Liberals were not required to secure the ratification, but the party was an allyied for the government in the government economic reform program promoted by the government. There fore, the government had in some respect to take the parties’ position into consideration to some extents.   

Therefore, Denmark therefore went into entered the negotiations with a strong SQ bias in their policies, aiming to reject or stall any proposals on the conference. Furthermore, it should be noted, that even though a resolution was amended in May 1984, the Parliament was unwilling to formulate any mandates under the negotiations gave any mandates to the government  agg Anne-Grethe Gammelgaard  the government obtained full mandates from Parliament  during the IGC negotiations which lasted from September 1985 till December 1985: and never formulated a unified reservation point was never formulated. The strategy was to wait to until the last summit meeting and then evaluate whether or not to accept the outcome. This strategy gave roise to a series of official and unofficial meetings between the government and the opposition, most often in form ofrepresented by the SD in an attempt to secure, that the government had a majority behind it in the negotiations.  The most fundamental opposition came from the Socialist People’s Party, the Left Socialists and the People’s Movement against the EC. All parties were against Danish EC membership as such and attacked the Act as a decisive step towards the European Union and a serious encroachment on de facto Danish sovereignty (even though the Act in itself did not involve transfer of sovereignty). This view was contested by the pro-EC parties with Prime Minister Schlüter who claimed that the Union would be “stone dead”, if the SEA was adopted. These primarily left-winged parties and organizations did not play a direct role in the actual negotiations of the Danish bargaining positions during the IGC but played a significant part in putting pressure on the Social DemocratsSD. The left flank of the Social Democrat movement strongly objected to the SEA negotiations, and it was easy for the Socialist People’s Party to exploit the Social Democratic situation and steal their voters and by that way try to force the party more to the left.   


Issues and preference constellations
Despite the complexity of the SEA-negotiations, the Danish parliamentary debate among between the Government (Pprimarily the Conservatives and the Liberals) and the opposition (Social DemocratsSD and the Social Liberals) over the SEA was mostly concerned with three major issues. The most fundamental opposition came from the Socialist People’s Party, and the lLeft Socialists as well fromand the Ppeople’s Mmovement against the EC., who were aAll parties were against Danish EC membership in the EC as such and assaulted attacked the Act as a decisive step towards the European Union and a serious encroachment on de facto Danish sovereignty (even though the Act in it self did not involve transfer of sovereignty). This view was contested by the pro-EC parties with Prime Minister Schlüter who claimeding that the Union would be “stone dead”, if the SEA was adopted. This These primarily left- winged parties and organizations did not played a directly role in the actual negotiations of the Danish bargaining positions during the IGC, but played a significant part in putting pressure on the Social DemocratsSD. The left flank of the Social Democrat movement strongly objected to the SEA negotiations, and it was easy for the Socialist People’s Pparty to exploit the Social Democratic situation of the Social DemocratsSD and to steal their voters from the large opposition party and by that way try to force the party more to the left. (SF FU CCC; NNN). 

First; theThe first question was about of the division of powers between the EC institutions. While the government claimed, that the SEA did not involve shifting balance, the Social DemocratsSD maintained that it would increase the powers of the European Parliament in an unacceptable way. They feared that the  proposed cooperation procedures would give the Parliament an important weapon in its fight for greater influence on EC decisions. It was Sspecifically, it was pointed out that a single member state might block decisions in the Council if it agreed with the Parliament on an issue contested between the Council and Parliament. The SD even went as far that they wanted the government to veto the SEA due to this issue. The government’s argument position was that proposals this would only re-create the previous situation of unanimous voting in the Council. There for the government argued that it had no strong reservations on the EP issue and would be willing to accept the proposed changes  and would without any problem accept almost any changes in the Parliament’s competence. agg Anne-Grethe Gammelgaard  Kan du ikke prove at skrive denne sætning lid tom? 

Secondly, the Social DemocratsSD doubted the firmness of the SEA’s so-called environmental guarantee. This isAccording to the provision of Article 100a, paragraph 4, that if following the adoption of a harmonization measure or decision by the council, ruling decided by a qualified majority, a Member State considers it necessary to apply national measures justified by important requirements mentioned in article 36 or concerning protection of the working environment or the environment, it notifies them to the Commission. Denmark hasd always had rather high standards at on the environmental issues, and the feared was that the SEA would undermine the Danish standards and reduce them to the less restrictive levels in the other member states. The Social DemocratsSD, further pointed out, that by moving from unanimity to qualified majority voting, Denmark would lose important blocking powers, and they also doubted that the environmental guarantee would hold up, if the Commission or the Court of Justice suspected foul play. 
The government, on the other hand, did not have a particularly strong opinion on the question of the environmental guarantee, but still wanted to secure the environmental guarantee since the environmental issue ranks was high on the domestic agenda. However, they strongly supported Tthe Internal Single Market and feared that a strong position on this issue could undermine the future prospects for Tthe mMarket., but sSoon they realized that this issue could be the decisive issue to and be used as a side- payment to the Social DemocratsSD to make them accept the whole package, and there fore they fought strongly fought for a guarantee. The Government found it self in a position where they firmly could strongly accept any changes away from the SQ. 

Thirdly, The Social Liberals (and eventually in the end also the SD) objected to the formalizinge the European Political Community (EPC), which in their view was an unwanted expansion of foreign policy cooperation; especially they objected to giving security policy discussions a larger place in the European Political Community (EPC). Actually this was the party’s only reason for voting against the SEA. Other aspects, particularly the Internal Single Market, were positively valued by the party. Also tThe Social DemocratsSD were also had their concerned with on this issue, but signalized that they could live with a formalizsation as long that this were a codification ofas it codified the ruling practice. On the other side, did the government wanted to formalizea formalization of the EPS as long as the Social DemocratsSD would back support it so the government would facethereby facing a parliamentary majority on the issue. Again the government found it self in a position where they would prefer any changes away from the SQ, but, on the other hand, faced a principal who would object to any kind of formalization. 

Besides this major issues there were a number of substantial issues where there existedwith more or less consensus between the gGovernment and the opposition. These included the promotion of eEnergy politics, sScience, technology and innovation politics, third countries’ participation in the community and the ambition to promote employment policies in the community.
Expectations to the Danish Position making during the SEA
Given the assumptions of made in the LI and the actors’ stated preferences of the actors, it should be rather easy to deduce which the expected pattern of position- making should be expected from the interaction between the two actors. On the ‘low conflict issues’ like energy politics, Sscience, technology and innovation politics, third countries’ participation in the community and the ambition to promote employment policies, we should expect position -making close to the principal’s preferences. On the ‘medium conflict issues’, on the question of the environmental guarantee and the European Parliament issue, the government knew that the SD went intoentered the negotiations with a strong SQ bias, but, on the other hand, would accept minor changes if they gotd concessions in other areas. and The government would therefore aim at makingto make proposals as close as possible to the SD preferences that would be acceptable to the party and at the same time formulate an position acceptable to the rest of the Member States. On the ‘high conflict issue’ of the EPS question, no agreement was possible, and the government would aim to at formulatinge  agg Anne-Grethe Gammelgaard  It was not possible to reach an agreement on the ‘high conflict EPS issue’, and therefore the government aimed at formulating  positions close to the SQ. 
Table 2 summarizes the conflict level of the different issues divided agg Anne-Grethe Gammelgaard  distributed  over conflict areas and the expectations to the outcome of the negotiations along with the expected agency loss. Elsewhere, I have elsewhere made a systematically process tracing of the development of the Danish positions during the SEA negotiations of the SEA based on hard primary sources from governmental, Parliamentary and political party archives, supplemented with participant interviews from the negotiations (Pedersen 2009).
Table 2. Expected consequences of delegation and realized outcomes under assumption of full information during the SEA

Issue area
Expected bargaining position
Expected agency loss
Low conflict
Energy
P = A
0

Science, Technology and Innovation
P = A
0

Third country participation
P = A
0

Employment policy
P = A
0
Medium conflict
Environmental guarantee and the Internal Single Market
 closer to P than to SQ
-SQ-P-

EP
 closer to P than to SQ
-SQ-P-
High conflict
EPS
SQ
-SQ-P
Source: Based on Pedersen 2009
The formulation of the Danish Governments bargaining positions
If we look Looking on at the Danish government’s official positions at the conference, it the government kept amaintained its reluctant attitude, where it participated when participating in the negotiations and it but were was not able to confirm any standpoints or agree to any suggestions in the negotiations. This had to do with the strange interaction between the government and the opposition, especially the Social Democrats.  
Knowing that the Social Democrats went in toentered the negotiations with a strong SQ bias, the government also knew that it would be difficult the possibility to convince SD to accept any real reforms would be difficult since much many of the suggestions onat the conference were much more ambitious than the SD would accept. An important element in the negotiations was that the SD would trust the information handed over by the government so that the party could make correct judgements of level of cost inherent in the negotiation. 

The parliamentary issue
On the controversial Parliament issue, the government knew, that the SD had tied them selves rather hard firmly to several statements and parliamentary resolutions , stating, that hewhere the party would not accept any change in the current institutional balance. The problem for both the government and the Social Democrats were,SD was that there were no doubt, that the IGC without doubt would end with a result, that would some how added competences to the EP, and there by in ana strict interpretation would changed the balance between the institutions. This presented the government with a dilemma. 
O
On the one side, the government didn’t not want to isolate Denmark at the IGC; , but on the other hand side, it did not want to disappoint the SD. Denmark was Being a small country in the EC, Denmark and had always had to execute a certain pragmatism in her its EC policy. However, Denmark had traditionally had two ‘allies’ on the EC-arena,; France and the United Kingdom. France however,  had , on at an early stage, signalledized, that they would bewere willing to accept much more pro-integrationist proposals that were much more pro-integrationist than the ones Denmark would accept. Denmark therefore trusted the British to continue their objections toward further integration, especially on the parliament issue. 
TThe problem was that the government in November received information, that the United Kingdom would abandon their traditional opposition against an expansion ofexpanding Parliamentary powers (Pedersen 2009; see EAC 8. November 1985; EAC 15. November 1985; 22. November 1985; Petersen, 2006: Nehring, 1986: 112). Being important information, the government at the first given change passed this information on to the SD at the first given chance. The interpretation was that this would give SD an incitement incentive to accept changes in the current balance, since they would not run the risk of isolating Denmark in the negotiations. SD hHowever, SD did not believe this information passed on from the government, seeing  and saw it as an attempt to force SD them in a more integrationist direction (Source). The discussions between the Government and the SD therefore turned into an important, but fruitless discussion of the overall perspective on the conference. The Government  This was SD here made a grim mistake by the SD, since this in fact forced them in into a point of no return. However, tThe government got the impression of the government was however, that the SD could be moved thought that if they could convince the SD of the real situation the party would accept a towards a more pragmatic stand -, if they got some thing in return on other issues in form of side payments (Nehring 1986; Riberholt 2007). This was perhaps rather illusoryionist, but the party signalized on several occasions, the party had signalled that a possible there was were exited a bargaining zone between the party and the government (source), where SD could be bought off with concessions in other areas (EAC 1985 see Petersen 2006). These signals were very important for the government because officially they pursuedit a cautiouns approach on at the IGC aton the EP issue, but secretly tried to find possible side -payments to makeso that the SD would accept the EP-issue. In the end, the Danish government adopted a position which meant that it would accept the introduction of increased competences to the EP. 

The low conflict issues: The Danish proposals to the IGC
The strategy for tThe government’s strategy was there fore was to press the Social DemocratsSD in a more constructive direction on the EP issue was some how toand get them involved in and madke them share the responsibility for the outcome of the coming negotiations. There fore the government tried to make the Social DemocratsSD to formulate clearer demands and mandates than the one’s stated in the May-1984 resolution.

This was also an attempt to find areas that could be offered theto offer to SD as side -payments by opening the agenda and introducinge issues that would somehow satisfy the SD on the overall level and make them accept (minor) changes in the institutional balance between the European Parliament and the Council. Knowing The government knew that particularly the environmental issue and the possibility to get of providing a guarantee that would secure the relatively high Danish environmental standard was the possible key to a SD acceptance; the government’s strategy was thus to include the issue in a Danish proposal formulation of a Danish proposal to the IGC (involving rather unrealistic elements that should force the other countries to accept treaties less ambitious and more in favour of the SQ). These objectives had long ranked been high on the domestic agenda, but there had been some wariness at promoting them at the EC level, as it was feared that common EC- harmonization policy, of harmonization based on maximum directives, would lower the high Danish standards (Ellemann-Jensen 1985; Ørstrøm Møller 1989). There fore the Danish government proposed that the Council of Ministers should rather issue minimum directives by simple majority at increasing levels of stringency, and concerning the work environment it was expressed that member-states should be free to adopt stricter standards than those of the EC’s minimum directives. The proposal also included and favoured other issues ranking high on the SD agenda like energy policy and employment policy. The most important element seemed however to be the question of obtaining a environmental guarantee, which would protect the high Danish standards on the environmental area. The issue ranked high on the SD agenda, and the government thought it to be the perfect ‘side payment’ in order to buy SD concessions on the institutional questions. 

The government seeing these as minor issues in the larger picture therefore decided, to try to formulate a set of proposals, including the above mentioned  to the IGC. The proposals were literately SD positions and included concession to the SD on almost every area. W and in ith these proposals  this process the government they hoped getting theto get the support from the SD and thereby forceing them to take responsibility for the course of the negotiations by including issues that could be presented as Social Democratic fingerprints on the treaty. Secretly, and in consultation with the Social DemocratsSDcy, the government there fore presented the SD for a set of positions on different issues. 
However, the SD were however was still reluctant and on a series of meetings in October 1985 they made clear, that whey would not give their official accept to the proposals, but agreed to reveal which part of the proposal was unacceptable for them. On 11 October 1985, the government accepted on the 11. October 1985 to give allocate the SD a sort of veto on the official bargaining positions and even accepted that the SD would not give the final version their consent in the Market Committee.  
It was therefore Tthe government’s should negotiate on their own responsibility to negotiate the proposals at the IGC with out parliamentary backing in parliament. , Even at this stage of the negotiations the SD had not officially – or unofficially revealed their ideal points to the government. but they had underhand made some how unofficially clear where made their reservation points clearwere on the different issues. But not entirely – the iInternal documents from the negotiations reveals that shows that the government even after several secret and confidential meetings did not have a precise idea of the Social Democratic positions during the negotiations (Nehring 1986). 

Accordingly, the government presented a comprehensive set of (Social Democratic approved) proposals to the IGC, though not formally approved by the EAC. Most of the items in the proposal were included in the May-1984 Folketing agg Anne-Grethe Gammelgaard  parliament  resolution, E.gG. the proposal to add chapters on research, technology, common energy policy, and a common development assistance policy to the Rome Treaty or the proposal for discussions on economic policies if unemployment reached a certain point. It was also proposed that non-members should be invited to participate in certain aspects of the EC’s policies. most significantly concerning the improvement of the physical and working environment. The proposal bore unmistakably strong Social Democratic finger prints, but the proposals were all uncontroversial in the domestic debates and enjoyed broad support in the parliament. 

The EPS issue
The final issue that markedindicating controversies on the domestic scene was the question of strengthening the EPS. In the 1980s, Denmark had severe reservations in regard to a strengthening of the EPS side of the EC. The opposition specially came from the Social Liberals and from the SD. The Social Liberals had on several occasions stated their opposition against the development (SL 1983; 1984ab; 1985abcd). SD did not support the expansion of the EPS side, but on the other hand they were not directly against it. As the negotiations at the conference went along, it was obviously, that the treaty would only constitute a formulation which meant, that the existing practice would be codified, and there would be makethat some minor changes would be made in the setup around the EPS. The government knew that SD and the Social Liberals could not accept any codification so the government formulated rather SQ orientated standpoints. In the end, negotiations, some formulations were made, but the government ensured by the introduction ofintroducing two declarations that the treaty would not have any effect in Denmark. 

7. Explaining the national bargaining positions
What did the model Expect? 
I have in the following operationalized the various issues under discussion along with the conflict level definitions made in section 5. These are summarized in table 2.






Table 4. Predictions of the model 

Issue area
Low conflict
Science, Technology and Innovation

Third country participation
Medium conflict
Environmental guarantee and the Single Market

Employment policy

Energy
High conflict
European Political Security

European Parliament

On the ‘low conflict issues’ like science, technology and innovation politics and third countries’ participation in the community we should expect position-making close to the principal’s preferences. The ‘medium conflict issues’ were defined as issues where the actors had different ideal points, but each player’s ideal point can be assumed to be on the same side of the SQ, meaning that both agreed that certain changes were needed but disagreed to the magnitude of change. There were indeed a lot of the central issues where this preference pattern occurred. This included issues like the environmental guarantee, the energy policy and the employment policy.  We should therefore expect that that the government in equilibrium, would choose the policy closes to his own ideal point that the principal would accepts. In the case of a high conflict the principal and the agent have ideal points on the opposite side of the SQ. On the ‘high conflict issue’ of the EPS question, It was not possible to reach an agreement on the ‘high conflict EPS issue’, and therefore the government aimed at formulating bargainingpositions as close as possible to the SQ since it is assumed that no agent action is mutually agreeable to the principal and the agent and that the agent will aim to formulate positions as close as possible to the SQ. 






Did the models predictions fit with the realized positions? 
Table 3 summarizes the analysis by comparing the expected and the realized outcome of the position making and the realized agency losses relative to the expectations of the model during the SEA negotiations. It is important to note, that the model only compares the realized and expected position making and not the predicted positions to the final result of the IC-negotiations. 
 
Table 3. Expected and realized outcomes of the SEA treaty negotiations

Issue area
Expected outcome
Expected agency loss
Realized bargaining position
Change in expected agency loss vs. realized loss
Low conflict
Science, Technology and Innovation
P = A
0
P = A
0

Third country participation
P = A
0
P = A
0
Medium conflict
Environmental guarantee and the Single Market
 closer to P than to SQ
-SQ-P-
A
|A- (|SQ-P| + ε)|

Employment policy
 closer to P than to SQ
-SQ-P-
 closer to P than to SQP
-|SQ-P| – ε 0

Energy
 closer to P than to SQ
-SQ-P-
 closer to P than to SQ
0
High conflict
European Political Security
SQ
-SQ-P
A
A-SQ

European Parliament
SQ
-SQ-P
A
A-SQP-(SQ-A+)
Source: Based on Pedersen 2009
The analysis points to that the models ability to predict the outcome on the low conflict areas is very accurate due to the convergence in preferences between the principal and the agent. However, when the conflict level is raised the accuracy of the model decreases. At the medium conflict issues of the environmental guarantee issue the model underestimates the agency loses since the bargaining position were closer to the governments position (A) than to the SD’s ideal point (P) than expected. The models predictions on the employment and the energy policy were more accurate, however the model overestimated the loss on the employment policy since the outcome were closer to P than expected.  On the high conflict areas of EPS and the EP issue the Danish proposal were similar (or at least closer) to A than to SQ. 

According to mainstream negotiation theory the models lack of ability to predict the outcomes on the different issue areas should not be enough to discard the model, since it would be assumed, that the ‘agency gains’ and ‘losses’ in the overall outweigh each other, and there by helps delegation to succeed, since it is assumed, that the overall result would improve the welfare for all the involved parties due to the existence of side payments and logrolling. 

However as the Danish negotiations of SEA reveals, the balance between gains and losses did not result in an overall improvement of the overall welfare level for the involved actors since the side payments offered by the government to the pivotal actors on the issues of the environmental guarantee, the energy policy and the employment policy were not enough to secure parliamentary ratification (EAC 18. December 1985; 20 December 1985; FPC 18. December 1986 see Petersen 2006; Nehring 1986). In the final debate in Parliament on January 21 1986 the SD particularly stressed that the guarantee and the EP were unsatisfactory for the party and the government were eventually defeated by a vote of 80 to 75. This meant the government was faced with a majority against it in Parliament when a coalition consisting of the Social DemocratsSD, The Social Liberals, Socialist People’s Party and the Left Socialists rejected the Act in the Folketing. Since September 1982 these parties formed a so-called alternative majority, and repeatedly defeated the government in votes over security policy resolutions, most significantly concerning the INF questions. It was the first time they joined forces against the government over an EC issue. The Social DemocratsSD wasere partially motivated by an interest in forcing the government to call for an election.

 The government was further given a last minute chance to negotiate a solution with the other Member States that would satisfy the pivotal actor SD and were particular mandated to work for a enforced environmental guarantee, and a ‘acceptable solution’ on the EPS and the EP. 
From 21 to the 26 of January, the Foreign Minister visited six capitals in an attempt to find a solution. However, the Foreign Minister succeeded to get an enforced environmental guarantee and a confirmation that the formulations regarding the EP would not change the institutional balance between the institutions. These concessions should convince SD to accept the final treaty by changing its positions in an attempt to meet SD’s demands. The Government literately did whatever it could in these last hours of the ratification process to get a stronger environmental guarantee and a acceptable solution on the EPS. However in a debate in the Folketing on 28 January, 1986 the SD however once again rejected the government’s positions. The argument was that it did not believe in the guarantees given by the other countries on the environmental policies and the EP issue. This was in some respect a very ‘thin’ argument, and evidence points to, that strong forces within the SD wanted to press for a election or a referendum which could be used to force the government to retire (Mortensen 2005; Petersen 1995; Petersen 2006; Pedersen 2009). Once again the government was faced with a majority against it which normally meant that the government had to call for an election to solve the crisis. However, on 21 January, the Prime Minister had pulled ‘a rabbit out of the hat’ and chose to react to the crisis by unexpectedly calling for an advisory referendum on the Act. An advisory referendum is different from constitutionally required and binding referendums. The practical purposes of the differences are insignificant, as it would be very difficult for a political party not to accept the verdict of a referendum  After the debate on the 28 it was clear that a referendum had become inevitable. The referendum of 27 February resulted in the SEA being adopted by 56,2 per cent against 43,8.

On an overall level, the suggested model based on actors preferences and their relative power positions fares poorly in predicting the pattern of bargaining positions during IGC negotiation processes. The analysis showed that even in a most likely case like the Danish one with a strong legislative body and a information rich environment, the NBS inspired correlation analysis failed to predict the actual outcome of the position-making in the crucial issues of the SEA IGC and to underestimate the actual level of agency costs between governments and opposition in the European integration process.





 
Table 4. Predictions of the model 

Issue area
Correct predictions?
Higher or lower agency costs than expected?
Low conflict
Science, Technology and Innovation
+
Same 

Third country participation
+
Same 
Medium conflict
Environmental guarantee and the Single Market
-
Higher

Employment policy
-
Lower

Energy
+
Same
High conflict
European Political Security
-
Higher

European Parliament
-
Higher

But what can explain this lack of success? A more detailed empirical analysis of the negotiations reveals that the level of information between the actors can be seen as an important intervening variable in determining the actual outcome of the bargaining positions (Pedersen 2008; 2009).

Even though the government knew that SD entered the negotiations with a strong bias in favour of the SQ, the government – through a complicated signalling game in a long series of formal and informal meetings and parliamentary debates – tried to identify SD’s reservation points, but were unable to identify the actual location on the single peaked utility curve. The government failed in its task due to a massive uncertainty of what SD actually wanted in the negotiations (Nehring, 1986; Petersen 1995; Petersen 2006; Pedersen 2009). Sources point to the fact that the government thought that the SD would, in the end, give concessions on the EP and the EPS issue if they got something in return on other issues. The environmental guarantee was in this respect seen as the key to the SD, but even though large concessions were made, this was not enough to convince the SD (Nehring 1986). In other words, the government had a false impression of the SD’s ideal points and therefore misinterpreted the signals made.

However, the information asymmetry was not one-sided. The analysis shows that, through the whole process, SD was unsure as to how to evaluate the government’s signals, and furthermore they got a false impression of the IGC conduct from both the government, who often misjudged the course of the negotiations (the government assured the SD that there would not even be an IGC), and from their various international contacts. For instance, the SD made a serious misjudgement of the British position based on their own sources and ignored the government’s (then accurate) analysis of the situation. Since SD never really trusted the government or its Foreign Minister, it ignored the government’s attempt to make them reveal their true position on several occasions.

9. And so what?
In the introduction to this paper, I asked whether governments enjoy a relative autonomy that enables them to develop positions that the executive feels are in ‘the national interest’ or whether parliaments (understood as the pivotal actor) was able to influence and restrain governmental behaviour during rounds of constitutional reforms. The paper has made an analysis of this question by asking how actor preferences are translated into actual bargaining positions on the SEA. 

The analysis shows to thing. First, in the chosen case the pivotal actor was in fact able to influence the actual positions, and was in crucial situations able to correct and direct the bargaining positions of the government during the negotiations. In doing so, the parliament forced the governments into negotiations over the positions, and the role of side payments and logrolling between government and the SD was crucial in the attempt to forge compromises between the domestic actors. The case shows no instance where the government was in fact free to ‘define the national interest’ since it constantly had to follow the formal and informal signals given a priori the negotiations and frequently consult the EAC for advise, though the most important negotiations took place outside the committee. The strategy for the pivotal actor in the role of the principal clearly indicated that there are many strategies available for the parliament to control the government as the agent in the negotiations. This points to the fact that the information asymmetry in the negotiations is not one sided as it is normally assumed in the delegation and the EC-integration literature, where it is often assumed, that the information asymmetry favours the governments in the role of agents. The government often left in the darkness had problems by formulating positions acceptable to the parliament since parliament was not cable of evaluating the cost inherent in the different issues. This points to that ‘the national interest’ during IGC negotiations are not the product of a careful ordered and weighted set of preferences, but are more a product internal parliamentary battles over leverage of the domestic political agenda. 

Secondly, it is often stated that this can be ensured by designing effective institutions (Hix & Rainio 2000) The institutional and parliamentary literature has often discussed how to design effective institutions in order to reduce transaction costs in politics and to solve some of the inherent collective dilemmas known in public policy (McCubbins & Lupia 1998; 2000; McCubbins & Schwartz 1984; Lupia 1992; 2003). Denmark has in this regard been pointed out as a system with a strong institutional structure, due to the vast competences of the EAC, which in theory should provide the parliament with a ‘sufficient’ level of information. The information sharing in Denmark is relatively higher compared to other member states, but the empirical analysis points to the fact that the central and important negotiations during the three IGCs took place outside the formal institutions, and the actual meeting in the committee only served to signalize positions while the major compromises have been outlined in advance in confidential meetings between the government and the pivotal actor (the SD) (Pedersen 2008; 2009).   
 In a more detailed empirical analysis I have found evidence, that this in fact was not the case (Pedersen 2009). During the negotiations of the SEA and later the Maastricht members of the EAC often complained over the lack of information and lack of insights in the actual developments of the IGCs while the political actors (both governments and opposition) had difficulties in evaluating the different alternatives. This is especially the case on issues with medium and high conflicts situations (Pedersen 2008; 2009). 
 The national bargaining positions under the SEA negotiations 
Table 3 summarizes the result of the final positions. On the low conflict areas, the table shows that the principal in form of especially the SD got their will. Concerning the medium issues, like the environmental guarantee, the government miscalculated SD’s position on the EP and on the environmental guarantee; the side- payments paid on the ‘low conflict areas’ were not sufficient agg Anne-Grethe Gammelgaard  synes ikke helt sætningen hænger sammen? . In the final arguments for voting against the treaty, SD said that especially the guarantee and the EP was were unsatisfactoryied for the party. On the high level conflict areas, the government miscalculated the position of the SD, and the Social Liberals stated that they supported every aspect of the treaty except the EPS part. 
Table 3. The realized consequences of delegation under assumption of full information during the SEA

Issue area
Realized bargaining position
Change in agency loss (expected vs. realized position)
Low conflict
Energy
P = A
0

Science, Technology and Innovation
P = A
0

Third country participation
P = A
0

Employment policy
P = A
0
Medium conflict
Environmental guarantee and the Internal Single Market
 closer to A than to SQ
P-(SQ-A+)

EP
 closer to A than to SQ
P-(SQ-A+)
High conflict
EPS
A
A-SQ
Based on Pedersen 2009
The game is played one more time 
During the ratification of the treaty, in January it became clear on the 21. January that the government had miscalculated the SD’s preferences of the SD, and by a vote of 80 to 75 the government were was faced with a the majority against it in Parliament when a coalition consisting of the Social Democrats, The Social Liberals, Socialist People’s Party and the Left Socialists rejected the Act in the Folketing by a vote of 80 to 75. Since September 1982 these parties formed a so-called alternative majority, and repeatedly defeated the government in votes over security policy resolutions, most significantly concerning the INF questions. It was the first time they joined forces against the government over an EC issue. The Social DemocratsSDic motivation was were partially motivated by an interest in forcing the government to call for an election. 
The government was given a last chancge to negotiate a solution with the other Member States that would satisfy the SD. From 21 to the 26 of January, the Foreign Minister visited 6six capitals in an attempt to find a solution. However, Tthe Foreign Minister succeeded to get however got an enforced Eenvironmental guarantee and a confirmation of that the formulations regarding the EP would not change the institutional balance between the institutions. CThese concessions that should convince the SD to accept the final treaty by changeing its positions in an attempt to meet the SD’s demands from the SD. There was no doubt that tThe Government no doubt did what ever it could in these last hours of the ratification process.
In a debate in the Folketing on the 28 January, 28 1986 the SD however once again rejected the government’s positions stated by the government. The argument was that it did not believe in the guarantees stated given by the other countries on the Eenvironmental policies and the EP issue. Once again Tthe government was once again faced with a majority against it. Normally this would which normally meant, that the government had to call for an election to solve the crisis. How ever, on 21 January, the Pprime mMinister had pulled ‘a rabbit out of the hat’ on the 21. of January and choose to react to the crisis by unexpectedly calling for an advisory referendum on the Act. An advisory referendum is different from constitutionally required and binding referendums. The practically purposes of the differences are insignificant, as it would be very difficult for a political party not to accept the verdict of a referendum  The referendum of 27 February 27 resulted in the SEA being approved adopted by 56, 2 per cent against 43, 8.
7. Explaining the position- making on the bargaining positions during the SEA 
The basic argument in the liberal approach to the study of national preference formation is that preferences and institutions matters. This means that a constellation of preferences given the relative power resources determines the outcome of the interactions and that institutions per se function as ‘structure inducing equilibrium institutions’ and there by helps to minimize information asymmetries and reduce agency costs. This should aAccording to the theory, this should produce efficiency and a ‘fair’ distribution of the domestic influence upon government’s’ positions in the European integration process. In this information rich environment we should expect predictable patterns of negotiations and outcomes given the relative power between the actors.  
However, Tthe Danish case of the SEA negotiations however demonstrates, that even in a most likely case like the Danish ones, the NBS inspired correlation analysis failed to predict the actual outcome of the position- making. The summary of the analytic findings can be found in tTable 4. The table shows that the model actually failed to explain the outcome onf the central issues of institutional reforms, EPS and partly on the Internal Single Market. The expectation of the theory however proved right on the low conflict areas like employment policy and Sscience, technology and Eenergy politics. 
Table 4. The realized consequences of delegation under assumption of full information during the SEA

Issue area
Position predicted by theory
Low conflict
Energy
+

Science, Technology and Innovation
+

Third country participation in EC
+

Employment policy
+
Medium conflict
Environmental guarantee and the SingleInternal Market
-

EP
-
High conflict
EPS
-
9
A more detailed empirical analysis of the negotiations reveal, s that even though the government knew that the SD went into entered the negotiations with a strong bias in favour of the SQ, the government – through a complicated signalling game with a long series of formal and informal meetings and parliamentary debates – tried to identify the SD’s reservation points of the SD, but were not unable to identify the location of the SD’s ideal point of the SD. The government failed in their its task due to a massive uncertainty of what the SD actually wanted in the negotiations (Nehring, 1986; Petersen 1995; Petersen 2006; Pedersen 2009).
However, the information asymmetry was not one- sided. The analysis and archives shows, that SD through all the whole process were was unsure as to how to evaluate the government’s signals, from the government and besides thisfurthermore they got a false impression of the IGC conduct of IGC from both the government, who often misjudged the course of the negotiations, and from their international contacts. SD therefore makde a serious misjudgement of the British position based on their own sources, and ignored the government’s analysis of the situation. The Since SD never really trusted the government or its Fforeign mMinister, itand therefore on several occasions ignored the government’s attempt to make them reveal their true position on several occasions. 
Somehow Tthe empirical findings some how correspond with the logic of the stated model, where which it can be assumesd, that if the principal lacks information about the agent’s action, then the agent in theory would, in theory, never benefits from choosing any other action other than his ideal point. Such behaviour differs from the findings suggested in the model which operatinges with full information. This would is particularly clear in the above stated medium conflict situation, where the agent offers an alternative between himself and the principals. He offers a compromise because he knows that if he proposes his own ideal point, the principal will reject it. With uncertainty added the agent, in theory, deals with a relatively ignorant principal and should there fore lacks any incentive to compromise. The principal, in turn, will react as if the agent can only commit only to choosing his own ideal point. Indeed the principal bases her his decision about to accept or reject the agent’s action on its his knowledge of the agent’s ideal policy. If the expected utility from of choosing the agent’s ideal point is greater than the utility from of choosing SQ, then the principal accepts the agent’s action otherwise it he does not. In the SEA case, the SD lacked information on about the location of A and there fore kept rejecting the government’s proposals, since they favoured the SQ over A. This situation led to a more and more desperate government who tried to reveal their true position and by making proposals closer to P, which SD did was not believed by the SD. This resulted in a breakdown and eventually, after the defeat in the referendum, forced the SD to accept a result which included a higher level of agency costs than they would have accepted under the assumption of full information.  
8. Conclusion
The paper made an analysis ofhas analyzed the position- making ofn the SEA in the Danish case by testing the predictions of the theory on the outcome of the national preference formation phase during a round of IGC-negotiations. The various issues in the SEA were divided in to different categories in order to secure a certain variation in issue dynamics and to ensure a certain variation in the sdingle case research design. It was demonstrated, that the LI’s use of NBS- inspired correlation analysis failed to explain the position- making on a number of central issues in the negotiations. Preference constellations did matter, but was not a sufficient and explain the outcome of the national preference formation in the selected case.  The problems for the theory were especially had problems deducingto deduce the actual outcome on issues where when there was a domestic conflict existed, while it fared well in explaining outcomes where when none or little conflict existed. The analysis points to that the existence of information asymmetries between government and parliament were was a central factor in determininge the outcome of the negotiations since the actors did not posses the accurate level of information to identify the opposition’s reservation points. This indicates that further more detailed qualitative research has to be done; in order to explain where the governmental positions on EU integration comes from.  
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